
Groups and representationsThe material here is partly also in Appendix B of the book.1 IntrodutionThe onept of symmetry, and espeially gauge symmetry, is entral to this ourse. Nowwhat is a symmetry: you have something, e.g. a vase, and you do something to it, e.g.turn it by 29 degrees, and it still looks the same then we all the operation performed, i.e.the rotation, a symmetryoperation on the objet.But if we �rst rotate it by 29 degrees and then by 13 degrees and it still looks the samethen also the ombined operation of a rotation by 42 degrees is a symmetry operation aswell.The mathematis that is involved here is that of groups and their representations.The symmetry operations form the group and the objets the operations work on are inrepresentations of the group.2 GroupsA group is a set of elements g where there exist an operation � that ombines two groupelements and the results is a third:9� : 8g1; g2 2 G : g1 � g2 = g3 2 G (1)This operation must be assoiative:8g1; g2; g3 2 G : (g1 � g2) � g3 = g1 � (g2 � g3) (2)and there exists an element unity:91 2 G : 8g 2 G : g � 1 = 1 � g = g (3)and for every element in G there exists an inverse:8g 2 G : 9g�1 2 G : g � g�1 = g�1 � g = 1 (4)This is the general de�nition of a group. Now if all elements of a group ommute, i.e. theorder in whih they are standing is not important,8g1; g2 2 G : g1 � g2 = g2 � g1 ) G is Abelian (5)and onversely, if it is not true for some elements G is non-Abelian.1



2.1 Examples1. R;+ All real numbers with as operation addition, the unit element is zero, the inverseis � the number.2. Z;+ positive and negative integers with addition.3. R0 ; � The set of all positive real numbers, i.e. without zero, with multipliation asthe operation. the unit element is 1, inverse is 1=x.4. fei�g; � the set of all omplex numbers with unit magnitude and multipliation. Thisgroup is also known as U(1).5. SU(n); �. The set of all omplex n�n matries that are unitary and have determinantone. The operation is matrix multipliation. Unitary means U yU = 1.6. SO(n); �. The set of all real n�n matries that are orthogonal and have determinantone. The operation is matrix multipliation. Orthogonality means OTO = 1.7. S3 the group of all permutations of 3 elements.The �rst 4 groups are Abelian, the last three are non-Abelian.2.2 Lie GroupsThe groups above onsists of ontinuous groups and disrete groups. Disrete means thatthe elements are not ontinuously onneted; Z and S3 fall in this lass. The others areontinuous. This means that the group spae an be desribed by a set of oordinatesthat are real numbers. When this an be done by a �nite number of oordinates these areknown as Lie groups.The Lie groups are speial in that there is only a limited lass of them, known sinelong; the full set of groups has only been reently lassi�ed. It is also possible to desribethe struture of a Lie group in a more simple fashion, known as a Lie algebra, all1 elementsof a Lie group an be written as g = exp(iXi xiTi) (6)where the Ti are hermitian matries and the xi real numbers. The spae of Pi xiTi isreferred to as the Lie algebra. The Ti are referred to as generators of the Lie group.1well not quite, for the mathematiians: all ompat Lie groups in the area ontinuously onnetedwith the unit element.
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3 RepresentationsA representation is a set of objets that the group ats on that is omplete in the sense thatno ation of a group element brings you outside the set. E.g., the rotation group aroundthe z-axis, and a vase(now deorated) together with all the possible angles it an stand.In order to be a group representation the ation of the group elements on the set shouldbe ompatible with the group produt. A representation is thus a set R and a series offuntions fg ating on this set, one for eah group element g 2 G:8g 2 G : 9fg : 8x 2 R : fg(x) 2 R (7)8x 2 R 8g1; g2 2 G : f(g1�g2)(x) = fg1(fg2(x)) (8)The last line is what is meant with being ompatible with the group produt.3.1 Linear RepresentationWe will mostly be onerned with linear representations where R is a vetor spae and thefuntions an be represented as matries.For Lie groups and most simple disrete groups the omplete struture of linear repre-sentations is known, and they an always be written using matries. The set of objets anbe written as a linear spae, as a spae of olumn vetors (with real or omplex elements)and the ation of the group an be written as matries ating on these olumn vetors. Sothe set of olumn-vetors is b and the set of matries of group elements g is M(g) withb �!M(g)b (9)under the group operation. In order to be a linear representation the requirement is:M(g1 � g2) = M(g1)M(g2) (10)3.2 An example S3S3 is a group of permutations of 3 objets a; b;  and onsists of the six elements ab; ab; ba,ba; ab; ba where I have denoted the group element by the way it shu�es a; b; . ab ishere the unit element. A representation is now:a! 0� 1001A ab! 0� 1 0 00 1 00 0 11A ab! 0� 1 0 00 0 10 1 01Ab! 0� 0101A ba! 0� 0 1 00 0 11 0 01A ba! 0� 0 1 01 0 00 0 11A! 0� 0011A ab! 0� 0 0 11 0 00 1 01A ba! 0� 0 0 10 1 01 0 01A
(11)
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You an easily hek that this a representation of S3, the �rst olumn gives the represen-tation and the other olumns the matries the group elements beome.3.3 Fundamental representation of SU(n) and SO(n)The fundamental representation is, as the name says, the one in whih the matries repre-senting the group elements are simply themselves, M(g) = g. For SU(n) and SO(n) theseare the n�n matries de�ned in Setion. 2.1. The states operated on are the n-omponentolumn vetors, with omplex omponents for SU(n) and with real omponents for SO(n).For SU(2) the fundamental representation is the olumn vetor with two elements andthe group elements are 2� 2 unitary matries: M(g) = g. E.g.b = � 10� ; g = � i 00 �i� ; b �!M(g)b = gb = � i 00 �i�� 10� = � i0� (12)3.4 Adjoint representation of SU(n) and SO(n)The adjoint representation is the Lie algebra of the Lie group and the ation of a groupelement U or O on a Lie algebra element T is given byT �! UTU y or T �! OTOT (13)So in the sense that the Lie algebra is the group (as in eq. (6)), the adjoint representationis also the group. Here both ways of writing are used, the one from Eq. (13) and thestandard notation with olumnvetors. The latter orresponds toT = Xi=1;nxiTi �! 0BB� x1x2...xn1CCA : (14)For SU(2) again we take as exampleT = � 1 00 �1� ; U = � 0 i�i 0� ; T �! UTU y = ��1 00 1� : (15)This an be written in the standard notation with olumn matries with 3 elements withT1 = � 0 11 0�! 0� 1001A ; T2 = � 0 �ii 0 �! 0� 0101A ; T3 = � 1 00 �1�! 0� 0011A ; (16)and M(U) is then M(U) = 0��1 0 00 1 00 0 �11A : (17)4


